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UCMR-ADA – LIVE PERFORMANCE TARIFFS 
 
 
The calculation base for the  percentage royalties consists of: 
 
 A. Revenues without VAT obtained by the users from the use of musical works in concerts, 
shows or artistical events such as: 
a) ticket sales for the show, concert or artistical event 
b) revenues obtained from advertising provided by the show, concert or artistical event 
c) revenues obtained from broadcasting of the show, concert or artistical event 
d) revenues from sponsorships received for the show, concert or artistical event 
e) budgetary allocations or any other financing for the show’s tickets price 
 
B. The users’ expenditure budget for the use of musical works in shows, concerts or artistical 
events if there are no revenues from that particular show, concert or artistical event. The 
expenditure budget consists of all users’ expenses such as: artist fee, accommodation, 
transport for the performers, promoters and partners, expenses related to the venue for the 
show, concert or artistical event, directing costs or any other expenses necessary for the 
development of the  
 
 

Type of live performance % tariff Minimum tariff 

A. Concerts and show with music as main feature 

1. Symphonical, coral, chamber concerts 8% 500 lei / concert 

2. Opera concert 8% 500 lei / concert 

3. Operetta show 7% 400 lei / concert 

4. Ballet show 7% 300 lei / concert 

5. Revue, music hall, cabaret 7% 400 lei / concert 

6. Fanfare concerts 6% 100 lei / concert 

7. Rock, Pop, Jazz concerts 7% 1000 lei / concert 

8. Concerts, shows or artistical performances in cities or 
touristic resorts with free access 4% 500 lei / day 

9. Concerts, shows or artistical performances in villages 
with free access 3% 300 lei / day 

10. Festive concerts, shows or artistical performances  3% 500 lei / concert 

11. Concerts, shows or artistical performances taking 
place in pubs, bars, etc 5% 100 lei / concert 

12. Charity shows 0.50% 50 lei / concert 

13. Karaoke 4% 100 lei / show 

B. Other shows or artistic events 

1. Circus, Dolphinariums, amusement parks, and other 
similar events 3% 200 lei / show 
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2. Theatre or other performances by actors or puppets, 
music recitals 
a) with music duration equal or less than 10 minutes 
b) with music duration equal or less than 20 minutes 
c) with music duration equal or less than 30 minutes 
d) with music duration equal or less than 40 minutes 
e) with music duration over 40 minutes 

2% 
2.5% 
3% 
3.5% 
4.5% 

100 lei / show 
150 lei / show 
200 lei / show 
250 lei / show 
300 lei / show 

3. Sportive events with musical background 
(gymnastics, figure skating, Dance sport, other similar 
events 3% 100 lei / show 

4. Election campaign concerts 8% 3000 lei / show 

5. Music from advertising cars 5% 500 lei / hour / car 

6. Laser, lights and fireworks show if they include music 1% 200 lei / hour 

C. Pubs or similar venues 

1. Discotheques     

a) Bucharest 8% 1000 lei / month 

b) Towns/villages with over 300.000 inhabitants 7% 800 lei / month 

c) Towns/villages  with over 100.000 inhabitants 6% 600 lei / month 

d) Towns/villages  with over 10.000 inhabitants 5% 400 lei / month 

e) Towns/villages  with less than 10.000 inhabitants 4% 200 lei / month 

f) touristic resorts in urban areas 7% 900 lei / month 

g) touristic resorts in rural areas 6% 700 lei / month 

2. Coffee Shops, Café-concerts, Piano-bars with music 
as highlight 7% 500 lei / month 

3. Sexy-clubs 8.50% 1200 lei / month 

4. Bars and restaurants with variety program 7% 500 lei /month 

 
 


